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ABSTRACT

The application of compressor water injection in aero-

engines is of renewed interest in the civil aviation industry.

Water due to its unprecedented heat capacity has the potential

to cool the engine air through evaporation and thus reduce

the NOx emissions formed in a combustion process. It is well

known that the evaporative cooling increases thermodynamic

cycle efficiency and thus improves the fuel economy. A rel-

atively unexplored area, however, is the entropy generation

due to water phase change as well as the balance between the

corresponding entropy yield and the savings from the cooling

of the core compressor flow. Hence, little consensus in the

literature exists on the ultimate effect of water injection on

compressor efficiency. In this study, a numerical analysis of

water injection on an axial transonic rotor was carried out. The

compressor model was tested at near-peak efficiency conditions

with and without water injection. The flow was analysed using

the Eulerian-Lagrangian approach with two-way coupling

and the k-ω Shear Stress Transport turbulence model with

Reattachment Modification. A universal, second thermodynamic

law approach to quantify the entropy generation is proposed

and used to evaluate the compressor flow. Results show that

evaporation can facilitate the compression process and does

not impair the compressor efficiency if applied at favourable

conditions. The entropy generation in droplet-laden flow scales

according to the gains from cooling effect and losses due to

the evaporation and increased friction in the fluid. Some of the

discrepancies in the public domain could be addressed, showing

that the observed improvement in compressor efficiency is highly

sensitive to the entropy flux measurement location. Most benefits

from water injection were observed at the rotor tip proving the

case for part-span injection from an entropy balance perspective.

Keywords: water injection, wet compression, entropy, effi-

ciency, aerodynamic performance, axial compressor

NOMENCLATURE

Latin Letters

AR Aspect ratio, −

C Root axial chord, cm

cp Specific heat at constant pressure, J/kg/K

cv Specific heat at constant volume, J/kg/K

d Droplet diameter, micron

e Internal energy, J/kg

ER Expansion ratio, −

v Specific volume, m3/kg

f Water mass fraction, −

fn Numerical factor, −

h Specific enthalpy, J/kg

k Heat transfer coefficient, W/m/K

L Latent heat of evaporation, J/kg

ṁ Mass flow, kg/s

M Molar mass, kg/mol

N Rotational speed, rpm

P Pressure, Pa

R Gas constant, J/kg/K

Ṡgen, ṡ Entropy generation, specific entropy flux, W/K

s Specific entropy, J/kg/K
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Si j Shear strain rate tensor

T Temperature, K

u,ui,u j Velocity vector, m/s

u,v,w Cartesian velocity components, m/s

xi,x j Spatial vector

w Vapour mass fraction, −

ws Specific work, J/kg/K

x,y,z Cartesian coordinates

y+ Dimensionless wall distance, −

Greek Letters

δi j Kronecker delta

η Compressor efficiency, −

ε Rosin-Rammler exponent

µ Dynamic viscosity, Pa · s

∇ Nabla operator

φ Viscous dissipation function, J/K

ρ Density, kg/m3

σ Surface tension, N/m

τ Wall stress, Pa

ζ Number of grid nodes, −

Superscripts

a Air

ev Evaporation

heat Heat conduction

g Gas mixture

l Liquid

v Vapour

visc Viscous
′ Isentropic

Subscripts

0 Total/stagnation parameter

1 Station 1 (rotor inlet)

2 Station 2 (rotor outlet)

ad adiabatic

c Compressor

e f f Effective

in Domain inlet

mp Melting point

out Domain outlet

r,θ ,z Cylindrical components

INTRODUCTION

The civil aviation market grows at a faster pace than ever be-

fore [1]. At the same time, the industry is experiencing unprece-

dented pressure to reduce its environmental impact. The pursuit

of enhancing cycle efficiency has made aircraft engines to burn

fuel at higher pressures and thus higher temperatures, facilitating

the formation of thermal NOx. To enforce technological changes,

the regulatory authorities have set ambitious targets towards NOx

reductions in the upcoming decades (ICAO - International Civil

Aviation Organization: -60% in 2026 vs 2004 [1], ACARE - Ad-

visory Council for Aeronautics Research in Europe: -90% in

2050 vs 2000 [2]). Compressor water injection (WI) is a mea-

sure which can reduce NOx emissions in magnitude equal to or

higher than state-of-the-art combustors. However, the ultra-low

NOx combustor technology takes many years to be developed,

and in cases, the size and weight restrict their use to land-based

gas turbines [3]. Historically, WI was a thrust augmentation tool

used in military and some of the first passenger aircraft. The im-

provement in engine efficiency and hence specific power made

this obsolete. Previous efforts to implement it as a NOx reduc-

ing technology have failed due to increased system complexity

and maintenance issues [4]. Emerging technologies like additive

manufacturing, better maintenance procedures and the increased

pressure to improve airports local air quality can make WI an

attractive option towards tackling NOx. WI can reduce the com-

pressor delivery temperature (CDT) in up to 100◦C [4,5] through

evaporative cooling, thereby considerably limiting the formation

of Nitrogen Oxides. Furthermore, recent research suggests that

the payload may not be a limitation since the increase in ther-

mal efficiency can outweigh the fuel penalties due to the extra

weight [3]. This increase in efficiency is part of the core matters

studied in the present paper.

A thorough experimental investigation of water injection in

an aero-engine compressor is limited by the accessibility of the

machine and challenges associated with measurements in rotat-

ing machinery. Those arise from intricate flow patterns and lim-

ited space for test equipment. Since its first introduction, com-

pressor water injection was analysed with the aid of analyti-

cal and simplified numerical models [6]. Computational fluid

dynamics (CFD) studies investigating axial compressor perfor-

mance with water injection start emerging in the late 2000s. Sz-

abo & Turner [7, 8] analysed the three-dimensional flow field in

the NASA Rotor 37. The authors discussed a wide range of ef-

fects of water injection on transonic compressors at design and

off-design conditions. They found that the compressor efficiency

noticeably reduces with water injection.

The Rotor 37 was further utilised in more recent studies by

Sun et al. [9] and Zhang et al. [10]. The studies showed that if

water film is modelled at the compressor walls, the gain in effi-

ciency and pressure ratio (PR) due to water injection is smaller

than in cases where the film formation was neglected. Kofar-Bai

et al. [11] and Liu et al. [12], analysed the NASA Stage 35, cover-

ing a wide range of effects on compressor performance as a func-

tion of droplet diameter and water-to-air ratio. Among others,

they found that the turbulence kinetic energy (T KE) increases in

the rotor region during wet operation. The stage efficiency was

reported to decrease for most of the cases [11], with the exception

of tiny droplet sizes (1 micron) and low injection rates (0.5-1%).

Khan & Wang [13, 14], and Bugarin et al. [15] analysed in-

dependently a single-stage axial compressor model by Hus and

Wo [16] at design conditions, using 2D and 3D analysis. The fo-

cus in Ref. [13–15] was on the effects of inlet fogging on indus-

trial gas turbine operation and erosion. Khan & Wang concluded

in Ref. [13] that the pressure ratio rises due to wet compression,

while in Ref. [14] the opposite is reported. However, in both in-

vestigations, an increased axial flow velocity is observed due to

higher mass flow. According to Bugarin et al. [15], in turn, the

results for PR differ depending on ambient temperature and air

saturation.
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Wang et al. [17] used a notional compressor cascade to anal-

yse the effects of the injection position and found that a well-

placed injection can be used to re-energise low energy fluid at

the end walls and therefore reduce the losses.

A series of papers on water injection effects on cruise op-

eration of a small single-spool turbojet engine was published by

Sun et al. [18, 19] and Kofar-Bai et al. [11]. The primary inter-

est of the authors was the potential reduction in NOx emissions

due to wet operation. The numerical results showed an improved

pressure ratio and compressor efficiency for this engine.

Finally, Luo et al. [20] studied a large compressor with eight

stages. The work looked into the detailed aspects of wet opera-

tion at nominal and near-stall conditions. From a comparison of a

wide range of injection scenarios, it was concluded that wet com-

pression could alleviate flow separation, and improve the flow

capacity, pressure ratio and efficiency.

The review of the current CFD work shows frequent contra-

dictions between the studies regarding the effects of WI on com-

pressor performance. In practice, the efficiency of a compressor

during water injection depends on multiple parameters. Exam-

ples include a variety of interactions between droplets and the

carrier fluid, such as momentum, mass and heat exchange. They

take place in different flow regions: in boundary layers, across

shock waves, and in the wake mixing region. Further influenc-

ing parameters include wall impingement, vapour condensation

and film creation, and the interactions between the particles. So

far, little consensus exists as what is the overall effect of these

factors on the compressor efficiency. Various approaches have

been proposed as how to measure wet compression efficiency.

Zheng et al. [21] distinguished between an equivalent adiabatic

efficiency, wet isentropic compression efficiency and efficiency

of wet compression. White & Meacock [22] defined an equiv-

alent wet polytropic efficiency as a function of specific entropy

increase across the compressor. However, both of these studies

are based on analytical calculations that provide limited insight

into the flow details.

Denton [23], states that the appropriate measure of loss in an

adiabatic machine is entropy generation. As a process variable,

entropy does not distinguish between the individual flow features

and can be balanced for any flow volume of a thermodynamic

system. Therefore, an entropy-based definition of compressor ef-

ficiency is more applicable to both dry and droplet-laden flows.

Except for the study by Szabo & Turner [8], none of the CFD

work accounts for the entropy generated due to the water phase

change. However, the authors assume a tiny droplet size of 1 mi-

cron, which is rather of theoretical interest based on the current

state-of-the-art atomisation technology.

This study focuses on the entropy generation mechanisms

inside the compressor domain with and without water injection

in an attempt to clarify some of the uncertainties related to wet

compression efficiency. For the first time, the individual entropy

generation sources of entropy generation related to thermody-

namic processes within a compressor with water injection are

quantified.

METHODOLOGY

Compressor Model

The NASA Rotor 67 (R67) was used in this study, and the

geometry was rebuilt from the source design data in [24]. The

design point (DP) parameters are summarised in Tab. 1.

The numerical domain comprises of a single blade passage

divided into inlet, rotor and outlet duct. To reduce the influence

of the inlet and outlet boundary conditions on the flow solution

in the blade passage, the inlet and outlet ducts were stretched

by 1.7 and 2.7 chord, respectively (see Fig.1). The compressor

Tab. 1 R67 design point parameters [24]

Rotational speed N rpm 16043

Mass flow ṁ kg/s 33.25

Pressure ratio P02/P01 - 1.630

Adiabatic efficiency ηad - 0.908

Blade count - 22

Aspect ratio (avg.) - 1.56

Tip radius cm 25.70

Hub radius (inlet) cm 9.64

Blade height cm 16.06

Root axial chord C cm 9.03

Max tip speed m/s 429

Tip relative Mach number - 1.38

Grid properties

y+ ζr

tip

ζr ζθ ζz ζz

duct

ζ
glob.

ER

glob.

ER

tip

AR

max

2 39 144 48 124 90 4.0e6 1.2 1.2 1619

Fig. 1 R67 numerical domain and grid
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model includes a constant height tip clearance of 1.016 mm. The

hub clearances between the blade platform and adjacent inlet and

outlet passages were not modelled.

Numerical Software

A commercial CFD software by ANSYS was used to com-

plete the flow field analysis. TurboGrid was deployed for grid

generation and CFX-Solver to solve the flow equations. CFX is

a coupled, implicit and pressure-based Navier-Stokes solver. It

utilises the vertex-centred finite-volume second order discretisa-

tion method for unstructured multiple elements.

Numerical Grid

The grid convergence study followed the Roache’s guide-

lines [25]. A fine mesh with 4.0e6 nodes was selected. The

first node was placed in the viscous sub-layer so that the area-

averaged dimensionless wall distance y+ was lower than two at

all wall boundaries. All grid properties are summarised in Fig. 1.

Multiphase Flow Model

The analysis of both phases is performed using a steady-state

Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) analysis in conjunc-

tion with the Shear Stress Transport Reattachment Modification

(SST-RM) turbulence model. The k-ω SST-RM exhibits im-

proved accuracy in compressor flow simulations [26–28]. The

multiphase solution is obtained using the Eulerian-Lagrangian

approach. For heat transfer, the energy equation is solved.

Second-order advection and turbulence schemes are selected

with conservative length scale control. The flow is solved in a

rotating frame of reference, with the interfaces between meshes

treated as a general connection. The flow composition is defined

based on three materials: dry air, liquid water, water vapour,

and their respective combinations: air- vapour and liquid-vapour

mixture. The material properties are summarised in Tab. 2

Continuous phase: The gas is treated as a compressible mix-

ture of air and vapour, and the properties are selected as listed in

Tab. 2. In reality, all gas properties vary with temperature and

pressure. However, for the expected range of flow conditions in

the selected test case, the effect is negligible. The gas mixture

is set to constraint, and the water vapour component is modelled

via a transport equation.

Dispersed phase: The water is modelled as a spray of in-

compressible Lagrangian particles with two-way coupling be-

tween the phases. The liquid physical properties are listed in

Tab. 2. Since water is nearly incompressible, the temperature

and pressure dependence is weaker than in gases and thus the er-

ror due to the constant properties less significant. The drag force

is calculated using the Schiller-Naumann correlation [29]. Col-

lisions are modelled through Sommerfeld collision model [30]

with the coefficients of restitution set to unity. The static and

kinetic friction coefficients are neglected. Although in reality,

the droplet impact is not fully elastic, small droplets are known

to follow well the flow path and only sporadic collisions are ex-

pected, and thus a small error. Some studies ignore the droplet

interaction completely [7, 8]. Droplet merging is not modelled.

The particle breakup is modelled using a cascade atomization

Tab. 2 Material properties

Air H2O vapour H2O liquid

State ideal gas ideal gas liquid

M kg/mol 28.96 18.02 18.02

ρ kg/m3 from ideal gas from ideal gas 958.37

cp J/kg/K 1006.6 NASA format 4215.6

k W/m/K 0.026 0.679 0.019

µ Pa·s Sutherland 2.8e-4 9.4e-6

σ N/m - - 0.072

Tab. 3 Boundary conditions

Inlet

Rotation Stationary

Total pressure P0,in 101.325 kPa

Total temperature T0,in 288.15 K

Flow direction axial

Turbulence intensity 5%

Vapour mass fraction win 0%

Water mass fraction fin 2%

Droplet diameter dl
in 10 micron

Droplet size distribution RR: ε = 2.0

Droplet spatial distribution Uniform, equally spaced

Parcel number 100k

Injection velocity vl
in 30 m/s

Outlet

Avg. static pressure 115 kPa

Static pressure profile blend 5%

Walls Smooth, adiabatic

and breakup model (CAB) model [31] in conjunction with the

Liu dynamic drag modification [32]. Wall condensation is not

considered in this study.

Between phases: The transitions of liquid water and its

vapour is treated as a homogeneous binary mixture. The phase

change is modelled based on vapour pressure determined from

the Antoine equation. The heat and mass transfer during evapo-

ration is captured using a built-in liquid evaporation model. The

heat transfer between the gas mixture and the droplets is mod-

elled via the Ranz-Marshall correlation [33].

Boundary Conditions

The boundary conditions are summarised in Tab. 3. The

dry rotor performance is tested at near-peak efficiency at in-

let Sea-Level Static (SLS), International Standard Atmosphere

(ISA) day conditions. In R67, the near-peak efficiency NPE

is slightly different from the design point (DP) conditions (see

Fig. 1), which is positioned closer toward surge, at a slightly
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higher PR. A medium turbulence intensity of 5% is assumed at

the inlet. The wall motion and type is indicated in Fig. 1. The

outlet duct hub and shroud are slip walls to eliminate the up-

stream effect of the boundary layer growth. The back static pres-

sure was kept the same (115kPa) for both dry and wet operation,

and it was allowed to vary within 5% of the specified value.

Water is introduced at the inlet of the R67 domain. The in-

jection is discrete, i.e. no nozzles are modelled. The number of

droplets that would be typically present in a spray injection is

characterised by so-called parcels which are a statistical repre-

sentation of particles that share the same characteristics. A 100k

parcels were found to represents a converged solution and were

imposed at a uniform particle mass flux, constant liquid temper-

ature and fixed water-to-air ratio of 2% (based on the dry inlet

air mass flow). The 2% was selected as a compromise between

maximising the effects of the evaporation and staying within safe

limits as 3% were reported as the maximum water content for a

stable compressor operation [34]). The particle diameter is as-

signed according to Rosin-Rammler (RR) distribution with the

exponent set to 2.0, which is considered typical for atomised liq-

uid [35]. A full rebound of droplets is modelled at the walls, and

therefore no wall-film model is utilised. Since small particles

follow well the main flow path, they are unlikely to impinge on

the walls.

Entropy Generation

The methodology proposed by Szabo & Turner [8] was se-

lected as a basis for wet compressor efficiency considerations.

It relies on a discrete calculation of three sources of irreversible

losses in the post-processing phase: viscous dissipation, conduc-

tive heat transfer and energy exchange between phases. For grids

with low wall resolution, the approach made use of wall func-

tions to model the viscous entropy generation. The overall en-

tropy gain was obtained by summing up and integrating the local

entropy production terms across the entire flow volume.

Since the grid used in this study resolves the boundary layer

at all walls down to y+ = 2, it was attempted to integrate the vis-

cous dissipation without deploying any wall treatment. A test on

a dry flow solution showed that despite the fine wall resolution,

the viscous entropy generation in the boundary layer was mas-

sively underestimated (by a factor of two). An implementation

of an adequate wall treatment turned out very challenging due to

the limited modifiability of commercial software. Therefore, ad-

justments in the approach were necessary. To obtain an estimate

of the total entropy generation, a more straightforward and uni-

versal approach was used instead based on the balance of specific

entropy fluxes at two arbitrary locations. The entropy generation

between inlet and outlet of a compressor was defined as follows:

Ṡgen = ṁa

{

(1+w2 −w1)

[

cg
pln

(

T
g

02

T
g

01

)

−Rgln

(

P
g
02

P
g
01

)]

+cl
p

[

f2ln

(

T l
02

T l
mp

)

− f1ln

(

T l
01

T l
mp

)]

+w2
L2

T
g

02

−w1
L1

T
g

01

}

(1)

A detailed derivation of the Eqn. 1 is presented in Appendix A.

Despite the underestimated results when integrated without

wall modelling, the formulation of viscous entropy generation

used in Ref. [8] provides a valuable source of localised infor-

mation on a major loss mechanism (friction) in the compressor

outside of the inner boundary layer (y+ > 35). The definition of

the viscous entropy generation was first introduced by Bejan [36]

so that:

Ṡvisc
gen =

φ

T
(2)

Where φ is the viscous dissipation function and T the static fluid

temperature. For RANS solution of turbulent flows, Bejan [36]

approximated the fluctuating part of φ using the effective viscos-

ity concept:

φ = µef f

[

2

(

∂u

∂x

)2

+2

(

∂v

∂y

)2

+2

(

∂w

∂ z

)2

+

(

∂v

∂x
+

∂u

∂y

)2

+

(

∂w

∂y
+

∂v

∂ z

)2

+

(

∂u

∂ z
+

∂w

∂x

)2

−
2

3
(∇ ·u)2

]

(3)

From Eq. 3, it can be seen that the viscous dissipation depends

exponentially on the velocity gradients. Regions of very steep

gradients as in boundary layers rely on extremely fine mesh res-

olution. Even though the fine boundary layer mesh of y+ < 2

produced an acceptable velocity profile at the wall, the uncer-

tainty in the entropy production is quadratic.

The second entropy source in the discrete formulation ac-

cording to Ref. [8] is the conductive heat transfer between the

fluid elements. Following a similar logic as for the viscous dis-

sipation function, the Reynolds-averaged entropy generation due

to heat conduction is:

Ṡheat
gen =

kef f

T 2
(∇T )2

(4)

Since the effective thermal conductivity kef f is neither included

in Ref. [8] nor calculated by the solver, the authors propose to

approximate it based on kinetic gas theory (see Appendix B).

The aforementioned entropy generation mechanisms due to

fluid friction and heat exchange occur in both phases. The last

source of entropy generation is the heat and mass transfer be-

tween the carrier flow and the particles. Since it is very challeng-

ing to capture it without enhanced access to the advanced particle

properties, it is not analysed in this study.

Compressor Efficiency.

The compression efficiency is understood as a ratio of isen-

tropic to real compression work. It can be further modified to be

a ratio of entropy generated in the domain to the enthalpy flux

across the system boundaries:

ηc=1−
T02Ṡgen

ṁa
[

c
g
p(T

g
02−T

g
01+w2T

g
02−w1T

g
01)+cl

p( f2T l
02− f1T l

01)
] (5)

A detailed derivation of Eqn. 5 is presented in Appendix A. The

Eqn. 1 to 5 were implemented in CFX in post-processing phase

using CEL language and used for the evaluation in this study.
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Metrics

To quantify the effect of water injection on overall entropy

production in the compressor, the entropy flux balance and com-

pressor efficiency were calculated for each part of the numerical

domain: inlet duct, rotor passage and the outlet duct. To gain

more insight into the loss generation mechanism, each term of

the Eqn. 1 was evaluated individually. Moreover, the local en-

tropy generation due to friction and heat conduction was exam-

ined at different span-wise positions in the flow based on Eqn. 3

and 4. Additionally, to the entropy analysis, the changes in the

compressor flow were evaluated in terms of:

• One-dimensional mass flow averaged parameters (both in

the circumferential and radial direction): total mass flow, ro-

tor PR, rotor TR, total pressure and temperature, water and

vapour mass fraction; area-averaged wall stress.

• Two-dimensional span-wise profiles (circumferentially

mass flow averaged): total and static temperature and

pressure, Mach number, gas density, axial flow velocity,

turbulence kinetic energy (T KE), average mean particle

diameter (MPD), particle number density (PND), averaged

particle velocity, vapour mass fraction w, and the viscous

and conductive entropy generation.

The 1D averages and 2D radial profiles were evaluated at the in-

let, and at the following downstream stations: rotor entry (Station

1), rotor exit (Station 2), outlet (see Fig. 1).

RESULTS & DISCUSSION

The radial flow distribution for the dry and wet case are pre-

sented in Fig. 2 and 3 along with the dry test data from [24]. A

characteristic feature of virtually all two-equation RANS closure

models is the underpredicted pressure in the tip region [37] and

consequently lower gas density. The discrepancy between the

CFD and the experiment may appear visually large due to the

scaling of the axis which was selected to show the difference be-

tween the wet and dry flow solution. Nevertheless, the numerical

predictions match well the test data, and the overall accuracy is

satisfactory according to the current standards of a steady-state,

single passage analysis.

The most distinctive feature of water injection, seen across

all literature, is the drop in total temperature. In the presented

test case, the reduction in rotor TR is relatively small (1%) owed

to the low ambient temperature (ISA standard day conditions

288.15 K, 1 atm) and the fact that it includes only one rotor. The

absolute reduction of total temperature at the rotor exit is 4.7 K

and at the domain outlet almost 9 K. Approximately 4.6% of

the water evaporates across the rotor passage. A similar amount

is evaporated in the inlet domain (5.3%) and almost double the

amount (8.7%) in the outlet duct. In total, only 18.2% of the

injected water was evaporated, and the rest left the domain in a

liquid state.

The total mass flow rises as expected but only by 1.8%,

which is less than the water injection rate. If to subtract the

2% added by mass of water (part of which is evaporated so that

f +w = 0.02 applies everywhere in the domain), the net airflow

Total Temperature Static Temperature

Total Pressure Static Pressure

Relative Mach Number Gas Density

Axial Velocity Turb. Kinetic Energy

Fig. 2 Span-wise wet and dry flow distribution vs NASA exper-

iment [24]. The total and static pressure, total temperature and

velocity were measured. The remaining reference parameters are

calculated from the experimental data using ideal gas equation and

isentropic relations.
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Particle Number Density Avg. Particle Velocity

Avg. Particle Diameter Vapour mass fraction

Fig. 3 Span-wise particle distribution and vapour mass fraction

is less than in the dry case. This partially contradicts previous

studies since the air mass flow was commonly found to increase

through the evaporative cooling beyond the additional mass of

water. As the air becomes denser, theoretically more air can

be accommodated by the same geometry at a fixed mechanical

speed. In this case, the denser air is offset by a drop in axial ve-

locity (see Fig. 2) so that effectively, the mass flow increase is not

significant. Possible explanation relates to the back static pres-

sure selection at the outlet, which was held constant both in dry

and wet case. In practice, the pressure is a function of the irre-

versible upstream losses. Since both the stagnation pressure and

static temperature were found to reduce during WI in this study,

applying the same dry back static pressure for the wet case en-

forces a lower velocity. A small contribution to the velocity drop

might also arise from momentum transfer between the phases

since the droplets are injected at a considerably lower speed than

the bulk flow (30 vs 170 m/s).

Overall Entropy Generation Results

A detailed breakdown of the entropy generation is presented

in Tab. 5. In each part of the domain, the overall entropy pro-

duction is broken down into the individual entropy sources as of

Eq. 1: temperature rise/drop (T R), pressure rise/drop (PR), and

evaporation. A minus sign indicates that entropy is ”removed”,

i.e. the system gains order. The temperature change of droplets

is neglected.

In a wet inlet duct, the entropy ”savings” due to the cool-

ing effect are not enough to offset the entropy generation due

Tab. 4 Dry vs wet compressor results

Dry Wet ∆ %

ṁ kg/s 34.26 34.88 1.8

P02/P01 - 1.566 1.562 -0.3

T02/T01 - 1.151 1.139 -1.0

P0,in/P01 - 0.9986 0.9941 -0.4

P0,out/P02 - 0.9971 0.9998 0.3

T0,out K 331.8 327.0 -2.7

τw Pa 174.59 183.76 5.3

fout/ fin % - 18.15 -

to the phase change. Furthermore, since there is no compres-

sion, the increase of entropy generation from 0.62 to 2.64 W/K

suggests a higher pressure loss when water is injected. Overall,

from the entropy generation perspective, the inlet duct operates

under less favourable conditions compared to a dry case. Higher

temperature differences facilitate the heat exchange between the

phases. If the compressor rotor would operate at higher ambi-

ent temperatures, the air cooling effect might outweigh the ad-

verse entropy generation in the inlet duct, and therefore further

enhance the mass flow. The discrepancy between the presented

case and the literature may, therefore, arise from the fact that

most of the studies were done on injection at elevated ambient

temperature as historically, the primary interest of the industry

was power restoration. This observation implies that there is a

minimum temperature limit where no benefit from water injec-

tion is achieved.

A different situation occurs in the rotor, where the over-

all entropy generation is approximately half of that in the dry

case. The evaporative cooling counteracts the temperature rise

due to the irreversible losses across the rotor, resulting in almost

18 W/K entropy flux difference. The rise in fluid pressure re-

duces the system disorder, thus the entropy production is nega-

tive both for the dry and wet case. However, in the wet case, a

slightly smaller amount of entropy is recovered, confirming that

water injection contributes to the pressure loss. Overall, the cool-

ing effect substantially outweighs the entropy generated due to

the pressure loss and phase change. To determine whether the

reduced entropy generation translates into more favourable ro-

tor operation during WI, the enthalpy flux balance must be taken

into the equation. Since the fluid is compressed across the ro-

tor, the enthalpy rises both in the wet and dry case. However, a

lower enthalpy rise in the wet case indicates less specific com-

pression work. Along with the diminished entropy production,

the compressor rotor experiences a 4.4 per cent point boost in

the efficiency.

In the outlet duct, the entropy production depends again on

balance between the higher pressure loss, evaporation, and the

cooling effect. Since both the gas temperature behind the rotor

and the residence time (due to the outlet duct dimensions) are

higher than in the upstream sections, the heat exchange is facil-

itated. Consequently, more droplets evaporate, generating high
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Tab. 5 Detailed breakdown of entropy generation, enthalpy and

compressor efficiency

Dry Wet

Inlet Duct

hin kJ/kg/K 289.4 314.6

Ṡgen W/K 0.67 9.91

T R W/K 0.05 -5.59

PR W/K 0.62 2.64

Evap. W/K 0 12.87

Rotor Passage

ηc % 90.2 94.6

h2 −h1 kJ/kg/K 43.8 42.7

Ṡgen W/K 20.07 11.04

T R W/K 220.76 203.20

PR W/K -200.69 -199.66

Evap. W/K 0 7.13

Outlet Duct

hout kJ/kg/K 333.4 349.5

Ṡgen W/K 1.91 -2.14

T R W/K 0.61 -20.15

PR W/K 1.30 0.10

Evap. W/K 0 17.91

Total

ηc % 89.0 88.8

hout −hin kJ/kg/K 43.9 34.9

Ṡgen W/K 22.65 18.82

amounts of entropy at a rate of 17.91 W/K. However, at the

same time, the intensified evaporation enhances cooling. The

”savings” from the temperature reduction outweigh the entropy

gain due to the phase change, and the overall balance is negative,

i.e. the outlet acts as an entropy sink.

The contrasting effects of water injection in the ducts ver-

sus the rotor passage lead to an interesting observation: if the

wet efficiency is measured immediately at the rotor boundaries

(between Stations 1 and 2, see Fig. 1), the compressor perfor-

mance improves compared to dry case operation. On the con-

trary, if the whole passage length is considered and the efficiency

is measured at the inlet and outlet of the domain, the compres-

sor efficiency deteriorates and is slightly lower than in the dry

case. In the first instance, the results may seem misleading, since

the overall entropy generation in the entire domain is still lower

than in a dry case (18.85 vs 22.65 W/K). However, it is the

balance between the entropy generation and the enthalpy gain

that determines whether the compressor operates at favourable

conditions. During WI, more enthalpy is available at the do-

main inlet due to the higher internal energy of water compared

to air. If the fluid is cooled down without simultaneous com-

pression, the displacement work p/ρ is zero and the enthalpy

reduces at the same rate as the temperature. Even though the

overall entropy generation is lower, the simultaneous reduction

of enthalpy in the inlet and outlet duct results in efficiency loss.

Therefore, water injection is beneficial if the entropy is reduced

at a faster rate than the enthalpy, which in this case happens only

if positive displacement, i.e. compression work is done. This

phenomenon might pose a challenge in multistage compressors,

where the fluid passes through alternating compressor and stator

(no compression) rows.

Local Flow Field Results

The overall entropy generation could not be obtained from

integration of the local flow field in each domain due to the lack

of adequate wall treatment. Therefore, a direct comparison with

the 1D average is not possible. However, investigation of the

viscous dissipation function and heat conduction in the flow pro-

vides additional insights on how water injection can locally fa-

cilitate or diminish the losses. The entropy generation due to

the fluid friction is expected to be far more dominant than other

sources of losses [8] and therefore, the primary attention is paid

to the viscous dissipation.

In Fig. 4, the entropy generation per unit volume due to vis-

cous dissipation φ/T and heat conduction is presented as a dif-

ference between the wet and dry case (∆Ṡgen = Ṡgen,wet − Ṡgen,dry).

The scale is clipped to smaller values than the maximum range

to reveal the entropy production in the core which is an order of

magnitude (or more) smaller than the losses in the inner bound-

ary layer but occupies a significantly larger area.

The effect of water injection is distinctive in the blade tip re-

gion (99% span). Here, the entropy generation is greatly reduced

compared to the dry case in the blade front and mid-chord region,

occupied by a complex shock structure. Immediately behind the

compression waves, an area of significantly higher losses is visi-

ble in the form of a red streak that originates from near the trail-

ing edge at the suction side (SS). It stretches across the whole

passage width to eventually collide with the pressure side (PS)

of the consecutive blade and mix in into its wake. The region

marks the trajectory of the tip leakage vortex (TLV) which inten-

sifies when water is injected. The entropy yield is also notice-

ably higher in the wake mixing region illustrated as yellow trails

smearing off the blade trailing edge.

A similar loss pattern occurs at 50-90% blade span: Under

WI, the entropy production decreases across the shock waves, but

intensifies just after, which is particularly visible downstream the

normal passage shock. The shock waves are known to be weak-

ened by droplets [38], and therefore less kinetic energy is dissi-

pated by friction in these across the flow discontinuity. As op-

posed to the blade tip region, in the core flow, the separation and

wake losses are the dominant source of entropy. This is made

visible in Fig. 4 by clipping the range to two orders of magni-

tude lower value at 70 and 90% span. A distinctive feature of

the blade wake pattern is the double streak suggesting that most

of the losses happen at the outer parts of the wake region and

the core is relatively unaffected by WI. At the hub, no shock

is present, and the effect of water is visible mainly in regions

of strong fluid ac- or deceleration, i.e. at the leading edge and
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Scale bounds Ṡvisc
gen Ṡheat

gen

W/m3/K W/m3/K

Span Min Max Min Max

5, 99% -8.0e4 8.0e4 -4.0e4 4.0e4

90% -8.0e2 8.0e2 -4.0e2 4.0e2

Fig. 4 Blade-to-blade difference (wet minus dry) of entropy gen-

eration per unit volume due to viscous dissipation (φ/T ) and heat

conduction

the point of flow separation (SP), both on the suction side of the

blade. Based on these observations the most differences in en-

tropy production between the dry and wet case occur either at

the very tip or at the hub - areas where most losses are generated

in a compressor regardless of water injection.

The determining of the underlying phenomena for the ob-

served changes in the entropy generation is not straight-forward.

Introducing water into the flow affects its dynamics by altering

Viscous Dissipation Dynamic Viscosity

Fig. 5 Span-wise distribution of viscous entropy generation per

unit volume at rotor inlet (St1), leading edge (LE), mid-chord (MC),

trailing edge (TE) and rotor outlet (St2)

both the chemical and physical gas properties. The viscous dis-

sipation is driven by the changes in fluid properties in terms of

the dynamic and turbulent (eddy) viscosity and a set of complex

terms involving velocity gradients. These refer to the different

forms of fluid motion and deformation. Due to the direct link

of these properties to the friction-induced entropy generation, it

appears sensible to start the discussion investigating them indi-

vidually.

The change in gas composition and temperature has a pro-

found effect on the dynamic and turbulent viscosity, which in

turn determine how the fluid deformation contributes to the fric-

tion and thus to the losses. The air viscosity is directly propor-

tional to the fluid temperature and inversely to the vapour con-

tent (humidity). Both cooling and vapour release occurs dur-

ing the evaporation. Therefore, in the areas of intensified heat

exchange between the continuous and the liquid phase, the gas

will experience less friction, assuming constant fluid deforma-

tion. Apart from the very tip, the influence on viscosity from in-

creased vapour content is marginal in this case, and interestingly,

the vapour mass fraction does not noticeably increase across the

shock waves as shown in Fig. 7, despite a sudden temperature

jump. A comparison of the plots of total temperature, dynamic

viscosity and φ/T in Fig. 6 shows that the areas of intensified

cooling and reduced viscosity match well with the regions of a

lowered entropy generation. However, in other areas, e.g. along-

side the tip leakage vortex trajectory at 99% span, or at the hub

at the trailing edge of the blade, the changes cannot be explained

solely by the altered dynamic viscosity.

In RANS the turbulent fluctuations of the flow are not re-

solved but averaged and modelled. Therefore, it is practical to

express the turbulence contribution to the shear stress in terms of

an artificial gas property - the turbulent viscosity. The effective

viscosity is, therefore, a sum of the actual and turbulent viscos-

ity component and it allows for a simplified characterisation of

turbulent behaviour of a specific type of fluid. In Fig. 6, the effec-

tive viscosity µe f f plot is juxtaposed with the turbulence kinetic

energy (T KE). The relation between them is complex since, in
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Scale bounds T0 µ µef f T KE Si j ∇×u

K Pa · s Pa · s m2/ s2 1/ s 1/ s

Span Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max

5, 90, 99% -25.0 25.0 -1.0e-6 1.0e-6 -6.0e-3 6.0e-3 -1800.0 1800.0 -5.0e+4 5.0e+4 0.0 1.7e+4

Fig. 6 Blade-to-blade flow difference (wet minus dry)

the SST turbulence model, both parameters are functions of each

other. However, the comparison of these two parameters brings

about a conclusion that water injection energises the turbulent

fluctuations in the flow, thus contributing to the entropy gener-

ation in the bespoken areas. The enhanced flow perturbation is

particularly visible in the tip region across the TLV trajectory.

Both the T KE and µe f f charts also indicate an increased level

of turbulence in the wake, especially near the hub at the outer

boundaries of the hub corner vortex, forming two characteristic

parallel streaks.

The viscous effects are also driven by the rate of fluid defor-

mation in each direction. This can be shown by factoring out the

velocity gradient in the Eqn. 3 so that:

φ = 2µef f

[

1

2

(

∂ui

∂x j

+
∂u j

∂xi

)

−
1

3
(∇ ·u)δi j

](

∂ui

∂x j

)

(6)

Where Si j =
(

∂ui

∂x j
+

∂u j

∂xi

)

is the strain rate. The components of

the strain tensor determine the stretching, compression and dis-

tortion of the fluid elements. While compression can increase

the system order and is expected to counteract the expansion and

distortion, the two latter parameters can be great contributors to

the entropy generation. The strain rate at selected span-wise po-

sitions is also presented in Fig. 6. Not surprisingly, areas where

the entropy increases with the presence of water, experience ex-

cessive strain.

It is also practical to look at the fluid vorticity ∇× u, i.e.

the spin of the fluid elements around their local axis, which is

included in the last column of Fig. 6. The vorticity dramatically

increases in the after-shock regions as well as in the separation

and mixing zones. The familiar double-streak structure appears

in the wake region, showing that the fluid rotation is excessive

and drives the entropy generation. The propensity of the fluid to

higher vorticity and turbulence is at first not apparent. However,

recalling that the viscosity is reduced in the regions of intensified

cooling, the flow perturbations are facilitated.

To summarise, apart from the very tip of the blade, there are

only small regions where the entropy is decreased by water in-

jection. The overall impression is that these entropy ”savings”

are not significant and cannot make up for the favourable en-
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Fig. 7 Blade-to-blade plots of vapour mass fraction

tropy balance in the rotor during WI (see Tab. 5). These obser-

vations are easily verified in Fig. 5 where the radial distribution

of the entropy generation due to viscous dissipation and conduc-

tive heat transfer is shown. In a wet case, the entropy gain is

higher alongside almost the entire span inside the blade passage

from the leading edge onwards. However, at the tip where the

losses are up to two orders of magnitude higher than at midspan,

the balance if favourable for wet operation. Interestingly, at the

rotor inlet (Station 1) outside of the boundary layer, the φ/T is

lower than in a dry case, implying that the observed higher pres-

sure loss in Tab. 5 must solely arise from viscous wall effects.

In Fig. 5 this is not visible due to the aforementioned lack of

wall-treatment for entropy generation. The fact that WI may sig-

nificantly contribute to the loss generation in the boundary layer,

as seen by [8], underpins the case for part-span injection and

avoiding the hub region. The root of a compressor blade usually

exhibits lower TR compared to the tip, not allowing to utilise the

benefit of WI fully.

Along with the weakened shock waves, the increased core

friction explains the lower PR obtained with wet compression.

Therefore, WI on subsonic compressors may compromise less

the compression rate. Due to the high magnitude of losses at the

tip, WI may still result in an overall saving which is suggested by

the independently calculated 1D averages of entropy generation

in the rotor in Tab. 5. If the entropy gain were confirmed utilising

the discrete approach, it would be an argument for dedicated tip-

only water injection for improved performance range and stall

control.

Finally, the entropy generation due to the conductive heat

transfer (see Fig. 4) exhibit a very similar behaviour to viscous

entropy generation φ/T . In areas where the viscous dissipation is

moderated by water injection, also less heat conduction happens.

Regions of increased viscous dissipation result in more heat be-

ing transferred between the fluid layers and thus higher entropy

generation due to heat conduction.

CONCLUSIONS

In this study, a universal approach to quantify entropy pro-

duction and compressor efficiency in multiphase flows was pro-

posed. The work presents a comprehensive examination of the

entropy generation in an isolated, axial transonic compressor. Its

implications on the compression efficiency were quantified on

a reliable numerical framework for a practically implementable

water injection scenario. The compressor model was NASA Ro-

tor 67, and it was tested at near-peak efficiency operation, at stan-

dard day conditions, with 2% water-to-air ratio and 10 micron

droplet diameter. The conclusions are as follows:

• The effect of water injection on the compressor losses

strongly depends on the balance of two competing mecha-

nisms: entropy reduction due to the evaporative cooling and

entropy generation due to the droplet phase change.

• The performance benefit from water injection also depends

on the initial gas temperature. In ducts, where only fluid

transport but no compression occurs, the benefit of water

injection can be seen only at elevated temperatures, as ob-

served in the outlet duct. Besides icing concerns, this proves

the point of injection behind the fan in a turbofan compres-

sor, where the temperature is always higher than ambient.

• The rotor performance, is enhanced with water injection

even at 288.15 K ambient air temperature since the cooling

effect facilitates the compression process. The evaporative

cooling has a two-fold effect: it slows down the temperature

rise across the compressor due to the irreversibilities, and it

reduces the required specific compression work.

• The overall efficiency improvement in any compressor com-

ponent with water injection is determined by the correspond-

ing balance of entropy and enthalpy gains. In compressors

where the wet flow passes through long ducts with no com-

pression, the enthalpy may reduce at a faster rate than the

entropy is recovered due to the evaporative cooling, result-

ing in a lower entropy generation but also lower compressor

efficiency.

• The wet compression efficiency is therefore sensitive both

to the measurement and injection location. Extending the

control or injection volume beyond the compression region

can include passages that do not benefit from water injection

and therefore, no improvement in compressor efficiency will

be observed.

• A multistage compressor may further benefit from water in-

jection as the number of “cold” ducts is reduced compared

to the number of “hot” passages and rotor stages.

By evaluating the efficiency through entropy generation, this

article shows that WI can improve compressor efficiency. How-

ever, the benefits rely on a careful selection of the injection re-

gion depending on the compressor inlet conditions.
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Appendix A: Derivation of Entropy-Based Efficiency

Consider an open thermodynamic system in equilibrium

with a single inlet and outlet. The overall entropy generation

can be obtained from the entropy flux balance:

Ṡgen = ṡ2 − ṡ1 = ṁ(s2 − s1) (7)

If a carrier gas (here air), a liquid (water), and its vapour are

present in the system, the overall entropy flux at the correspond-

ing streamwise position z can be defined as a sum of the entropy

fluxes in each phase:

ṡz = ṁa
z sa

z + ṁl
zs

l
z + ṁv

zsv
z (8)

Applying Eqn. (8) for inlet and outlet, substituting in Eqn. (7)

and separating for each phase, one obtains:

Ṡa
gen = ṁa(sa

2 − sa
1) (9)

Ṡl
gen = ṁl(sl

2 − sl
1) (10)

Ṡv
gen = ṁv(sv

2 − sv
1) (11)

The total mass within the system must be preserved. The air does

not undergo a phase change and therefore:

ṁa
2 = ṁa

1 = ṁa = const. (12)

The liquid may evaporate, and therefore its mass will be reduced

at the expense of its vapour:

ṁl
2 + ṁv

2 = ṁl
1 + ṁv

1 = const. (13)

In the further derivation, it is practical to express the liquid and

vapour mass as fractions of the air mass. Therefore, for water

and water vapour, it follows:

f =
ṁl

ṁa
, w =

ṁl

ṁa
(14)

Substituting Eqn. (14) into Eqn. (10) and (11), respectively, re-

sults in:

Ṡl
gen = ṁa( f2sl

2 − f1sl
1) (15)

Ṡv
gen = ṁa(w2sv

2 −w1sv
1) (16)

Now, one needs to determine how to describe the specific entropy

change in the individual phases. Combining the first and second

law for reversible thermodynamic processes results in the general

form of the fundamental thermodynamic relation (Gibb’s equa-

tion):

de = T ds−Pdv (17)

Liquids are nearly incompressible fluids. For most relevant pro-

cesses, the compressibility effects are entirely negligible. There-

fore, one can assume that the volume occupied by the liquid

phase stays the same (dv = 0). Substituting for cvT for the in-

ternal energy e in Eqn. (17) and rearranging for the entropy s it

follows:

ds = cv

dT

T
(18)

The entropy of fluid is considered to approach zero when it solid-

ifies. Therefore, the absolute entropy of a liquid at any stream-

wise location z in the domain can be expressed by integrating

Eqn. (18) with reference to the substance melting point mp:

sz − s0 = cvln

(

T0z

Tmp

)

(19)

Substituting Eqn. (19) into (15) for inlet and outlet, it follows:

Ṡl
gen = ṁacl

v

[

f2ln

(

T l
02

T l
mp

)

− f1ln

(

T l
01

T l
mp

)]

(20)

If the droplet temperature remains unchanged T l
02 = T l

01 = T in
l =

const, the above expression simplifies to:

Ṡl
gen = ṁacl

v ( f2 − f1) ln

(

T l
in

T l
mp

)

(21)

If the water fully evaporates in the compressor duct before reach-

ing the outlet ( f2 = 0), the entropy generation Ṡl
gen equals to the

negative of the initial entropy of liquid at the injection. The en-

tropy initially ”carried” by the liquid needs to be subtracted from

the process as it transforms to a different phase and is now asso-

ciated with its vapour. For gases which are compressible, often

it is more practical to consider the thermodynamic changes in

terms of pressure, temperature and density instead of the specific

volume. Substituting ρ = 1
v

and h = e+ p
ρ in Eqn. (17), it fol-

lows:

dh−
P

dρ
−

dP

ρ
= T ds−

P

dρ
(22)
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Knowing also that h = cpT , we obtain from Eqn. (21) an alterna-

tive form of the Gibbs equation:

ds = cp

dT

T
−

d p

ρ
(23)

The integral form of Eqn. (18) depends on the assumptions on

the specific heat and density. For most fluids, the cp and ρ are

functions of both temperature and pressure, although the depen-

dence varies for different substances. For air, the specific heat

at constant pressure is only a weak function of temperature and

for the range of pressure and temperature expected in an isolated

rotor are negligible. Assuming an ideal gas with ρ = p
RT

and

constant cp, and integrating Eqn. (23), for Eqn. (9) one obtains:

Ṡa
gen = ṁa

[

ca
pln

(

T a
02

T a
01

)

−Raln

(

Pa
02

Pa
01

)]

(24)

Term 1 on RHS refers to the entropy change due to the balance

of irreversible losses and evaporative cooling. The entropy in-

creases if the losses outweigh the cooling effect so that TR >
1. Term 2 refers to the entropy change due to the gain in total

pressure. If the pressure drops either through expansion or due

to viscous losses so that PR < 1, term 2 is positive and thus con-

tributes to the overall entropy yield ∆s. If the fluid is compressed

and PR > 1, term 2 is negative, and the entropy is ”removed”,

i.e. the system gains order. Water vapour, due to its strong in-

termolecular forces cannot be considered as an ideal gas which

poses a difficulty in integrating Eqn. (23). However, considering

its small mass fraction at the relevant water injection rates in a

compressor (max. 3%), the air and water vapour can be treated

together as an ideal gas mixture of approximately the same prop-

erties as pure air. In such a case, the entropy production in the

gas mixture g with ṁg = ṁa + ṁv is:

Ṡg
gen = Ṡa

gen(1+w2 −w1) (25)

A significant portion of entropy “carried” by the vapour is gener-

ated due to the phase change as the substance moves from more

ordered liquid to gaseous state characterised by higher internal

energy and a larger occupied space. The entropy of evaporation

is proportional to the heat of evaporation, also referred to as la-

tent heat L, and the temperature T at which the process occurs:

sev =
L

T
(26)

The latent heat is a function of temperature. Therefore, the en-

tropy generation due to evaporation yields:

Ṡv,ev
gen = ṁa

[

w2
L2

T
g

02

−w1
L1

T
g

01

]

(27)

Note that the entropy yield due to vapour compression and tem-

perature change is already accounted in Eqn. (26). The total en-

tropy generation in a multiphase with air, water, and water vapour

yields, therefore:

Ṡgen = Ṡg
gen + Ṡ

l

gen
+ Ṡv,e

gen (28)

Limitations:

• The approach assumes that at any streamwise position a non-

uniform flow parameter (e.g. temperature) can be repre-

sented by an equivalent uniform distribution, and therefore

by a single mass flow averaged value. In reality, the entropy

generation at a given streamwise location will be a sum of

the local entropy productions which varies due to the uneven

flow field and fluid composition.

• In reality, the droplet temperature is not constant and there

will be a small contribution to the entropy generation due to

warming up/cooling of liquid.

Compression efficiency

The efficiency of a compressor can be defined as the ratio of

isentropic to real work:

ηc =
w

′

s

ws

=
h
′

02 −h01

h02 −h01
(29)

Subscript s is added to avoid confusion with vapour mass frac-

tion. Using the Gouy-Stoloda theorem for compressors one ob-

tains:

h02 −h
′

02 =
T0Ṡgen

ṁ
(30)

Combining Eqn. (29) and (30) it can be shown that the wet com-

pressor efficiency for a single-ducted compressor is:

ηc = 1−
T02 (s2 − s1)

h02 −h01
= 1−

T02Ṡgen

ṁa(h02 −h01)
(31)

Analogically to the entropy considerations, the change of specific

enthalpy in a multiphase flow is (based on ṁa):

h2 −h1 =

cg
p

[

(1+w2)T
g

02 − (1+w1)T
g

01

]

+ cl
p( f2T l

02 − f1T l
01)

(32)

Appendix B: Derivation of Effective Thermal Conduc-

tivity

For gases k can be expressed as a function of dynamic vis-

cosity, specific heat at constant volume and a numerical factor fn

which describes the characteristics of the gas molecules:

k = fnµcv (33)

Factor fn can be further approximated to (9γ − 5)/4 so that the

effective thermal conductivity kef f is:

kef f =
9γ −5

4
µef f cv (34)
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